
Nordavind's #WEARETSW Screenshot entry  

Over 15GB of screenshots, and I knew exactly what I was going to enter with. Many hours of fun was had on that platform waiting for Bird of the Zero Point Phatogen 

Flappy, and it's all thanks to our community. This image was taken on the last day if I recall correctly, and the faction dragons help show that we were all represented for 

the final push. #WEARETSW 

 

 



Katelin's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

It is always stunning to down a huge monster with the great cabal mates I have in Nine Swords! In this instance, I got lucky with my screenshot taking – and to my mind this 

definitely makes for a visually stunning captured moment. 

 

 



Silver1legs's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

As a big fan of horror, I chose this screenshot for the amount of 'NOPENOPE' factor it gave me and it's important to me because it was a poignant time for me where I 

appreciated TSW's wonderful dark themes. When I first did this mission as Dragon, I was amazed by the psychological horror in its atmosphere and the intricacies of TSW's 

lore. And that, look how impressively nitty-gritty and derelict the asylum is! 

 



spellsmith's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry: Determination  

'twas the Night Before Christmas and all through the jungle 

Bolon Yakte’K’uh roared and made the world rumble. 

 

 

I've always called this screenshot "Determination" in my head. In game, we were doing Xibalba Nightmare with Broken Bones and all the challenges, so it was truly 

torturous to begin with. But being the last person standing when that comes after you and just ROARS... I don't care if it is just a video game. It makes you shiver at just how 

small and overwhelmed you are in the struggle against The End of Days. 

 



rapier17's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

The first time I undertook the 'To Catch A Thief' mission I did not expect to stumble out of Agartha and instantly forget why I was there. Shambala can be described with so 

many words; beautiful, breathtaking, serene, calm, charming, mythical, wondrous. Best of all, it's magical. It invokes a feeling of awe in me and I dearly wish we weren't 

restricted to seeing it briefly in one mission. It's one of my favourite locations. On the rare times I'm there with a new character it never loses it's charm or beauty. 

 



Cobin's #IAMTSW Screenshot round entry: Money and you  

Huge thanks to Dott for giving her permission to use the pic! 
(Background: Posing was mainly Dott's idea, I was merely the screenshot slave, but I had the text/tagline idea) 

 Original resolution version 

 Without title/tagline in the image file 

 

 

Not to be considered eligible to win the In Vino Veritas cabal prize 

as both me and Dott are officers of IVV. 

Also to be considered more as a joke and less as a serious contest entry. 

 

 

http://bin.nex4k.net/funcom/tsw/nex4k-%20IAMTSW%20Screenshot%20Entry%20with%20title.jpg
http://bin.nex4k.net/funcom/tsw/nex4k-%20IAMTSW%20Screenshot%20Entry.jpg


andieg's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

 

One of those sitting-on-the-edge-of-my-seat-and-thinking-very-hard missions. The ending was awesome and well worth it.  

So simple but it gave me goosebumps.  

I was going to Tokyo. 

And someone was watching me. 

 

Not to mention this mission came out when EVERYONE was waiting for issue 9!  

 

This was the moment I was thinking of taking a plane to Norway to hug whoever made this mission xD 

(Even though the mission drove me half mad.. yes.. yes it did.) 



Greymarchs #IAMTSW Screenshot Contest Entry  

To me the crux of The Secret World is the discovery and exploration of the secret societies and things that go bump in the night. I think of all the screenshots I've taken over 

the years this one sums up the overall feeling the best: 

 



Aisle9 #IAMTSW screenshot round entry  

Real men don't die when they're dead 

 
 

My McClane moment, there was a lil bit of lag and I stayed at 0hp for some time, even managed to KarmaCurio myself back to health 

Moment captured: forgot how to die 

 

 



Tacey's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

i had trouble deciding because i havent taken many screenshots and well memory disorder makes stuff fuzzy.  

but then i rememberd this screenshot from when- well let it speak for itself: 

 
What better pic to choose than the people of TSW getting together to form a pink flash mob just because we can! (best day evar!) 



Ylligar#IAmTSW Screenshot Entry  

The Devil's Beach ! 

 

 



Sawo's #IAmTSW - Captured moment  

There were loads of more stunning and more "photogenic" piccies I had, but I choose this one, true "Capture the Moment" with all things nesessary around. 

 

This is from 2013 Christmas Event, when Lord of Misrule Achievement was presented. Everyone wanted it, and this is the Match where I managed to get it. I change my 

Title right after I died to "Lord of Misrule" . Funniest part was, that I was running with really heavy Defence/Block reflect build, and having a healer around. I was, literally, 

Lord of Misrule to the end of the match. I had so much fun with this Stonehenge match  

 



#IAMTSW Devil-Jaque Screenshot entry  

 
Just pushed my client up to ultra and added motion blur to snap this.... took a few tries. 

Member of In Vino Veritas - Not eligible for their prize 

- Eirenka, Protector of the Hell Dimensions  



Cicileus' #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

John sees Lilith in my head... 

 

 



Borgrulf's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

It is difficult to choose a single screenshot, the game own so beautiful places ! 

That's what I like in this game, heavy atmosphere, strange places, paranormal... and Illuminati !! 

 

 



Tsutsyosdi's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry: Isfet  

My name is Tsutsayosdi (pronounced [tchoo-tcha-yoh-s-dih]) and #IAMTSW 

 

I've been part of the secret world since Funcom put out The Secret War. The Dragon was the only faction for me. I've taken my share of weeaboo jabs over the years and 

laughed them off. I laughed because the Dragon are Korean, not Japanese. Laughed because they were so very wrong. Mostly I laughed because their misconception gave 

me an opening to influence the causality in their behavior. Made it easy for me to direct them where I wanted. My love of science, and the theories of chaos and causality, 

as well as an alignment for balance really helped their cause to resonate with my aesthetic. It also helped that I really hated the corporate-ladder, backstabbing 

puppetmastery of the Illuminati, and wasn't overly fond of the often-brutish, always rigid, authoritarian militarism to be found among the Templars. My choice in faction 

was obvious. 

 

During closed Beta of The Secret World, I pre-ordered a Grand Master copy because I loved the free building of character skills, and especially the Investigation Missions, 

and I wanted to support it. I noticed my pre-order pet bonus was the Temple Cat. I'll be honest, I had originally wanted the wolf, but the Temple Cat model looked great so I 

wasn't unhappy about it. Still, it was incredibly specific so my brain instantly went to making sense of why my character would have an Egyptian temple cat following them 

around. I don't really role play in video games, but I thought up an extensive story, and a theme for my Dragon character. It finally made sense so I really enjoyed the central 

concept of it. And so I had invented: 

 

Zahra Al'Maat, Callsign: Isfet 

Isfet was made to be an Egyptian woman, having grown up steeped in the stories and traditions of not only Islamic culture, but also the old Egyptian history and gods. 

When she became a Bee and consequently recruited by The Dragon, she became an avatar for the gods. By picking two anima focuses (weapons) to symbolically call upon 

their domains and aspects, she would call upon a bit of their power. Who better for an engineer of chaos to call upon than Set? He who is the god of chaos, storms, and the 

red sands? I took an Elemental/Chaos build, and made it viable for far longer than any theorycrafter told me would be viable back then, called it 'The Path of Set' and even 

beat the Gatekeeper with a variant of it. It was smugly satisfying. Of course, because I spent so much thought into building the character, I felt a state of sympathetic 

nostalgia, and sense of 'home' when she made it to The Scorched Desert. The temple ruins in Egypt really felt detailed and awe-inspiring to me, and I was sad to leave the 

area so soon when it was time to move on to Transylvania. I snatched up clothes that looked Egyptian and Arabic. I jumped on the Snake Charmer outfit you see pictured 

here, and love the Sun of Aten-stained Desert casual shirt I unlocked. but so far, I've been disappointed that I have been unable to find a hijab to complete a more modern 

and modest outfit. I bought the Pharaoh Hound because I thought the mask and ears made him look a little like a Set animal. 

I hope this screenshot captures the sense of completion and pride in all I have culminated within the concept of Isfet, and even shows the sense of wonder I have felt in 

experiencing the story and settings of the game. 



 

 
 

 

 

 



Distance's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

"The Beacon" 

 

- I decided on this screenshot due to the emotional and environmental extremes that the lighthouse represents. Here on Solomon Island we have an entire region 

surrounded by the fog...dark, ominous, and lurking. Then we have the lighthouse...a shining beacon, cutting through the fog and filth with it's purity and radiance. Within 

the lighthouse is a man, distraught yet self contained. This screenshot captures not only the dire contrasts of the environment, but also the striking beauty of this vessel. 

From the cracked exterior of the lighthouse, to the natural rock face that holds it all up. I hope you enjoy this screenshot! 

 



David Ghetto #iamtsw  

David Ghetto "Tafari" : ‘Im run di rude bwoy Singjay inna di Tokyo 

 

 

 



faceroller75 #IAMTSW screenie pic  

One thing I have loved since beta, you never know what you are going to see when you step through a portal in Agartha.  

 

 



BLODY #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

Sous les cerisiers  

 



Ringwood's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry.  

The moment St. Nicholas and that poor Council operative flashed out of sight, Felicity Bane watched over them. Vigilance, protection, preservation of fragile miracles -- this 

is what she is to me, and what the Templars are on their best days. 

 



Kreuzritter's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

Surprise Mr. Atenist 

 

 



TheSecretary's #IAMTSW  

I love The Secret World. After lots of work I love to login and play for a few hours; to immerse into the story, into the character and into the amazingly created world. TSW 

for me means relaxation, fun and also interesting characters as also tales I can discover throughout the different playfields. I am TSW because Erendira TheSecretary 

Mandarian, In-Character happily married since Sept. 2014 and now called Callahan, know's how to beat the bad guys in style. Yeeehaaaw!  

 



Toutafait's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

People like Sunset, I prefer watching a Moonset... 

 

 



HikariKenzaki #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

I have on my computer, over 11,000 screenshots, photomanips and RL photos I use mostly for tweets and showing off our in game and out of game RP stories. Still, when it 

came to which picture to choose, it was pretty easy.  

Of all the things we face, nothing is more important than the friends we meet from around the globe within this Hollow Earth.  

#IAMTSW HikariKenzaki #HouseOfLight 

 



Camazotz' #IAMTSW pic  

 
 

why is this pic important to me? well it was one my very first (perhaps the first) time i stepped through the kaidan portal - the area that made me feel like a newcomer to 

the game all over again!  



Xexanos' #IAmTSW entry  

 
When I first discovered the place I didn't know that there was a quest related to it, I just thought it was awesome looking and I made a few screenshots there. It is my 

favourite example of what I can discover when I'm just running around, exploring a zone (which I tend to do when I reach a new one). There is just so much love to detail in 

many places in this game.  

http://imgur.com/0qfdidH


Iksian's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

My name is Iksian and I decided instead of looking for my most outlandish screenshot I'd use the first screenshot I ever took of the game. Spoiler Warnings and all that. 

 

 



TheFerrett's #Iamtsw screenshot entry  

Apologies for the round about way of doing things. 

The image linked in the above tweet is the opening of the Rp club Saints and Sinners back in 2013. It was a gamble, no Dj, a debateable reputation, and we had locales, plus 

I was dragging everyone to the sewers. I still have issues with time zones though. I was shaking with relief when you lot came. I can name every person in the screen (I 

wont). We're a year and a big bit later and I still can't believe the support. The community has been great in supporting my madness and I still drag bigger groups of folk 

Down to the basement.  

 



Exceeder's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

Walking with the Patchwork Horror 

There's nothing else like Tokyo in The Secret World – the urban environment, the contemporary feel, the Japanese cultural references. Even its world boss is uniquely 

Kaidan; a technological monstrosity compared to the crude mud and stone golems in other global locales. Adventuring in Tokyo has been a highlight of my unfolding 

storyline, but the story isn't over just yet... 

 



OfficeMouse's Screenshot Contest Entry #MuteGirlProblems  

 
 

My poor Luna @ThatOneMuteGirl "OfficeMouse" was mute. #MuteGirlProblems. This one made me laugh, and also made me nostalgic for various other games where it 

was assumed the protagonist couldn't speak. #IAmTSW (Forum name is CathedralMouse )  



Foksie's #IAMTSW screenshot entry: Killer on the Road  

After a succesful Masterplanner run, it was good to learn that Hell Fallen 6 boss can bug out in a "pleasant" way: 

 

 



Credaxi's #IAMTSW entry: That first death  

Apparently in 2013, deaths were much easier to come by. 

This is one of the first pictures in my TSW folder and it's apparently my first recorded death. 

Here's to many more respawns. 

Cheers 

 



Sorciechan's Screenshot Entry for the #IAMTSW Contest  

 

The Carpark 

 
 

...yeah, I've only been in here about 2-3 times since Tokyo launched, and that's enough. I'm not going back. 

This screenshot makes me aware that you can have an arsenal on you and still be scared stiff (or, rather, scared into running, weeping like a wuss, which is what I did after 

realizing those psycho girls were right behind me).  



Notes ' #IAMTSW/WeAreTSW Entry - All that glitters is not gold -  

My forum name is Notes, and this is a shot taken at the Horned God during Radio Free Gaia's Halloween party. It was a moment that, despite people not always getting on 

in the game, that was a good reminder that it is the  

"It's about people, fun, common sense, and yes, it still exists."  

 

All that glitters is not gold -- It is apt for this. It is about those that we play the game with that can really make this an even better experience. #IAMTSW #WeAreTSW 

 



Ilanas #IAMTSW entry: Where it began...  

Where it began... 

 

 
 

Ilana (also Forum-Nick, hah!) is rocking hell - the filthy way. #IAMTSW 

 

I always regretted you could only "play" Kaidan once - during the intro. Then with issue #9 we got it back! And I simply love the underground station. I like to play it now 

and then to get "in the mood" again - basically for some Kaidan Roleplaying.  



LadyLyra's #IAMTSW screenshot entry:  

I am LadyLyra and #IAMTSW . You can never know what happens in TSW. You can not trust things you hear. Be aware of your surroundings every.single.second! Your 

friends are here to help and protect (some more than others). Treasure your friends, they are only ones you can trust in this filthy world.  

 

 



Floryn's #IAMTSW screenshot round entry  

#IAMTSW screenshot by Dutch ‘Floryn’ Hollander 

 

Few words can really describe the way I felt when I saw this windmill, this epitome of Dutchness, rising before me. And nothing, absolutely nothing can describe what went 

through my mind when I found out that this monumental structure bore my name. Investigation into a possible ancestral connection yielded a puzzling result: 

http://naiteinvestigates.weebly.com/...-homeland.html. 

 

http://naiteinvestigates.weebly.com/hollanders-homeland.html


Housatonic's #IAmTSW screenshot entry  

A picture paints a thousand words - to me it feels a view like this describes exactly where words seem doomed to fall short in describing why this game spoiled all other 

games for me.  

 



Mintcake's #IAMTSW screenshot round entry: Escape from the Prison  

 

 

 
For me, TSW is the twisting story. Being ejected from The Dreaming Prison, not knowing if I'd make the right choices or not... #IAMTSW because of the story, and the 

community; weaving in and out of the TSW universe in things like The Black Watchmen ARG - which is how I got my fantastic coat!  



Aeloth's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

My name is Aeloth, and this is my Screenshout Round Entry, because #IAMTSW. ( I hope I am doing this right. ) 

I like to think of this screenshot as a glimpse inside a dream that my main character Jonathan "Aeloth" Blackthorne had about someone that has become very close to him, 

story-wise.  

 
 

I began this game like any other MMO I've played, as a PvE kind of guy - however, my moment of enlightenment came when I decided to join the RP community of The 

Secret World. 

It has been a long time since I have felt, laughed and even cried with a character of mine the way I did in TSW. 

I've made so many acquaintances and yes, even close RL friends because of TSW, and I am grateful for that. 

I even created something I've never thought of before - an in-character Twitter Account: https://twitter.com/Jon_Blackthorne 

So many lovely people, too many to name them. I love you. You know who you are.  

https://twitter.com/Jon_Blackthorne


Quintega's(aka Auzrikles) #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

Okay not so much an event as a funny glitch, but was running last train Quests in a group and the other people jumped the cut-scene which led to blood flying while I was 

mid cut-scene.  

 



DarkGryph #IAMTSW screenshot contest entry  

I take a lot of screenshots in this game, but this one has stuck with me as a favorite. Seeing the darkness and light together like this brings out the beauty in both, and TSW 

does a gorgeous job of showing that interplay in its story, artwork, and lore. The Whispering Tide event was also the first time it really hit me how much I wanted to be a 

bigger part of the community, as I watched everyone come together in excitement and trepidation for what was to come. #IAMTSW #WEARETSW 

 

 
 

(Seriously, soooooo hard trying to pick just one screenshot! I have shots that I consider "better" but this is the one that really stuck with me.)  



Natalyia's #IAMTSW screenshot round entry  

 
 

Natalyia may have to discuss his cut, though #IAMTSW (Forum name: Natalyia)  

 



Slad's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

I am Slad and #IAMTSW. This is my screenshot entry. 

Most MMOs i have played the pure achiever way. Kill stuff, get better gear, kill harder stuff, rinse and repeat. TSW has brought back the social side of MMOs to me, which i 

thought that it got removed a decade ago. Not only did i encounter (and get dragged) into a strong RP community, i also found my girl in this game. 

 

 
 

This screenshot not only shows my girl and me on stage in the Albion theatre during her RFG radio show, but also a dancer going by the name of "Tomium", which some 

people here might have heard of. I dare to challenge any and all MMOs out there: which if you not only has such an awesome RP community, but also such awesome 

features supporting it and the Community Manager spending time with them?  



TonyAshe76 #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

TonyAshe76 here on the forums and #IAMTSW with Dani-C in game due to the culmination of following the story told and reaching Tokyo and taking in the initial view after 

coming up from the subway/train station. It is both beautiful and haunting in a way to see an entire metropolis completely overcome by Filth, yet there still remains small 

pockets of hope and or humanity a midst it all. 

 

 



Elil's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

#IAMTSW Forum name = Elil 

 

 
 

Egypt holds an incredibly special place in my heart (not so much Elil's, it's a little too hot for her liking). I have many pictures of various parts of the Scorched Desert and the 

City of the Sun God, but I always found something quite hauntingly lovely about the Teeth of the Wind.  

http://s231.photobucket.com/user/CheeseBeast/media/Wind teeth_zpsciwiwb4y.png.html


TwilightSoldier's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry: Why We Fight  

 
 

"Anyway, took this picture back in Tokyo. Sort of a reminder of what it is we're fighting to save. Will be there soon." ~Yukiko Yoshida, June 7th, 2014 

Yuki's an RP character in the Twitterverse, and this picture's a photo she tweeted during Issue 9. TSW has a unique sense of fantasy and wonder mixed in with its horror 

themes, and I wanted to convey that in screenshots like this one: there's breathtaking beauty hidden amid the darkness, and it's all the more reason to keep trying to push 

it back. #IAmTSW  



Cancun's #IAMTSW entry <3  

An in-game memorial for Jon, AKA DJ Quantum, at the Tabula Rasa in London. The powerful words, memories, and emotions are telling of the kindred heart of this 

community. It just goes to show, even when we break character, we make character. Forum username is cancun.  

 



Cleretic's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

I've always loved the Red Hand's more technological side, the outdated high-tech. Simultaneously old and clunky, while also advanced and impressive, it's by far my favorite 

aesthetic in the game, and getting a pistols model from one of their dungeons informed a huge part of my main character's personality. There was no question where I was 

going for the screenshot, the issue was narrowing it down to one setpiece, but eventually Sins of the Father won out. 

 



Lugra's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

 
 

Whisper me the name of a person and i will slay them. But give me an animal companion to keep and i will give it a shelter, at least until it can kill on its own. 

But why, did i tell that to the wrong person, which whispered: "Go, kill the Kyonshie, relieve the graveyards of Kaidan from the hungry dead!" 

Now im thinking, in companion of my loyal wolf and surrounded by my targets, about what i've done and if this task can ever be completed. 

 

Lugra's #IAMTSW screenshot entry.  

http://i.imgur.com/YeALH0P.jpg


#IAMTSW screenshot round entry: All in a day's work  

All in a day's work, because #IAMTSW 

(Forum name: Caerfinon, character: Jon 'Caerfinon' Hawkins) 

 

 



arannikitty's #IAMTSW screen shot entry.  

I loved doing cabal runs of the Lairs. The best part was after reaching a major milestone, everyone who participated would gather, and we'd take group photos. We'd have 

fun with some of the in-game items to add extra effects, like random rainbows, flames, light effects, and then there was the fun emotes people would try to time to look 

silly in a given shot. 

 



werewolfkeeper's #IAMTSW Screenshot Contest Entry!  

 
 

"The day will come, citizens, when all will be concord, harmony, light, joy and life; it will come, and it is in order that it may come that we are about to die." - Victor Hugo, 

Les Miserables 

"But maybe everything that dies someday comes back." - Bruce Springsteen, "Atlantic City" 

 

M. "Lycoctonus" Enjolras, like her namesake, has "traversed the revolutionary apocalypse", repaired world engines, and climbed to the top of every barricade from 

Kingsmouth to the Carpathian Fangs. One can only guess which stories the Templars decided Arturo needed to hear...  

 



chameleon1333 #IAMTSW Screenshot Contest Entry!  

The boys casting magic missiles at the darkness. 

 

 

 

http://cloud-4.steamusercontent.com/ugc/32985643050666144/2030597A345D760D935B0A17DF084CB722EEC56F/2048x1152.resizedimage


Jonray's #IAMTSW Screenshot Contest Entry  

 
 

I chose this image because it represents one of the things I love about TSW. In other games, John and Celine would be "filler" NPCs to make the world feel more populated. 

In TSW, they don't just take up space, they have personalities and a story that adds to the richness of the world.  



Kover's #IAMTSW screenshot entry - Darkness in the Light  

I have always been fascinated and inspired by the balance of light and dark in the Secret World, in its setting, its stories and its characters. This was taken during my first day 

in Kaidan and the image always reminds of that feeling of precarious and masterfully crafted balance between the forces light and darkness, and that lingering doubt of 

whether we're really on the side that we've been led to believe.  

 



Kaaz's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

 
 

Nothing quite like counting down the closing of a filthy Agartha portal this one is especially memorable for me as it was the second filthy portal, and had been up for ages, 

the final tentacle was given a concerted push to kill it and i was involved , we had both a countdown in guild chat and general of the final tentacle HP, and well, you can 

see the number of people that appeared to knock it down. 

 

 

((i would have used the one just as it closed, but there a MASSIVE blinding light)) 



#IAMTSW niob screenshot contest Tyler Freeborn atmosphere  

 
 

 

#IAMTSW niob Tyler Freeborn best story mission ever  



Ateoz is trying to be TSW again.  

This was taken in Nightmare in the Dream Palace dream sequence where somehow I fell through the world and ended up roaming around under the map and realized this 

game is beautiful even from angles that ware never supposed to be seen by the average player. 

 

Edit: Forgot to mention I'm in IVV. Though I won't win anyway so blargh blargh :P  

 



Blackfungi #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

A small man, in a big screwed up world. 

 

Nightmares in a dream palace was an awsome mission. Seeing the kind of person John was before he messed up kaidan and the fears, worries and anxieties he had, just 

trying to fit in was one of the moments why i love TSW.  

(At least he was so kind to tidy up his room before i took the picture. really like his Book collection.)  

 



Jingi's #IAMTSW Screenshot: Fighting Darkness  

 
 

A cinematic screenshot - Jingi #IAMTSW 

 

It is not my best quality wise but it means the most to me. We all fight some kind of darkness off the game each day, and it means a lot to some of us that The Secret World 

allows us the chance to fight such evils within the game. In a way it's therapeutic. So when I found myself up against this "Dark Angel", I was most amused that my character 

was displayed in a stance as if Gin were about to attack such a foul creature.  

 

There is something poetic to be said when your own darkness is fighting a greater darkness.  



Kiwikabuttle #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

"As the fang and claw ripped into the mundane flesh, I no longer felt pain. Only a deep rooted sense of freedom, of being complete suffused my being as the ocean of 

conciousness once contained in a fragile frame slipped through cracks of reality into Eternity, into this... Honeyed Dreaming.  

Yet I knew that this was transient, the bees would construct a new body like an ill fitting suit and rip me from this Nirvana. 

What is heaven for a mortal is Sheol for an Immortal. Death only leaves the absence of what of that brief coming home. Life is the the true Hell." 

 

What is dying like for an Immortal? Its the answer I've attempted to express with my Character Michael 'Korschei' Reynolds.  

 



Antibiotique #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

#IAMTSW Antibiotique 

 

On that day, Bees received a grim reminder. We lived in fear of Orochi and 

were disgraced to live in these cages we called walls. 

 



Hatkake #IAMTSW Screenshot entry.  

Hatkake #IAMTSW  

 

 

 
 

It was a solemn occasion. Lamenting before his tree we danced away the the dread of knowing that Jack would return in just a little while. 



babizokahh #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

As a big horror fan, i remember many times TSW was actually quite scary and and made me... unease. And i loved it! 

Issue 7 was the first one i've bought, because something (perhaps the bees?) was telling me that i needed to experience this, that this mission pack was perfect for me. I still 

remember seeing the trailer for this issue and thinking "this is the most creepy thing i have ever seen.", i mean, those dolls, i saw them before in game, but this time, there 

was something different and i had to find out. 

 

"The Nursery. Be careful, this place... it has bad memories." 

 

 
 

So this scene, is one of my favorites in the game. "The Sound of Children" and the next mission "I Walk into Empty" are on my top 10 missions of the game, they are 

beautifully made, and those dolls are still the most creepy thing ever. This is why i chose this screenshot.  

 

"Bad things happened here. The feeling permeates the air and clings to you. That haunting music... Open all the doors and find all the answers." 



Cois #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

Well, its no special screenshot... not even a good one, but its about the feelig, right? Before the Beta, there was this Kingsmouth Teaser, and i was like... omg... this will be 

my game, and than those last words... everytime i enter Kingsmouth i repeat this words and i hear them in this slight melancholical voice that spoke in the Teaser. But this 

screenshot.. i made it with my first Character, my Beta Character i earned truogh the Secret War. I stood there... with this terrible haircut, and wispered:" Welcome to 

Kingsmouth, welcome to Hell." (okay.. comando return.. found out.,. that wasnt my beta char, this was my first live char -.-) 

 



Grimbane#IAmTSW Screenshot Entry  

I've loved The Secret World since I played the beta for a grand total of about 1 hour and decided, nope not going ruin anything else of the story.(Don't worry I still reported 

several bugs) When I finally got to play through Kingsmouth I loved every minute of it. Then I got to Savage Coast and my mind was blown. A creepy haunted house, a 

demented amusement park, I thought I was in horror heaven, and then I got an eerie chill up my spin the first time I laid eyes on the Lighthouse, this was a visual 

masterpiece and I had to capture it for my collection. So I crept up silently in the night, crossing the rickety bridges and looked toward the moon, taking a photo to 

remember.  

 



Dragonheart #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

The screen come from The Darkness War dungeon. 

It was taken when I have been here for the first time and defeat this boss  

He looks at me and I look at him. We stand face to face... He want to eat me and I know that. So I kill him. 

 



Plutokitty's (Taiver's) #IAMTSW entry  

 
 

I also had a lot more theatrical or pretty or silly images, but ended up going with this one in tribute to the fact that raiding in TSW was what finally introduced me to the 

TSW community and led to me making lots of new friends in game and IRL. (Plus. Bunny-butt! Because TSW: serious game for serious peoples...) So hats off (and pants off!) 

to all the awesome people of CoSC (and friends, Tumblr and otherwise) -- here's to you guys and the friendship and fun we've had. Thanks for making a super cool game 

even cooler. #WEARETSW! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://imgur.com/toMOa5t


A-na's #IAMTSW screenshot round entry  

My forum name is A-na and I love this picture from tsw because it reminds me of a story I wrote several years ago. Every time I quest near the Innsmouth Academy it felt 

like I was in my story. This is my second home in game.  

 



Necbromancer's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

There are few places in The Secret World that singularly encapsulate just what it is that's at stake if we fail...or maybe, if we succeed. Standing in the rain beside a hole 

punched straight through the world into a distant void of dead planets is enough to give anyone pause, even a clandestine agent entwined in the grand conspiracies. A 

question can't help but ask itself of the void: Where does the rain go when it falls in? Where do we? 

 

 
 

Necbromancer's (Mornscreek) official #IAMTSW screenshot contest entry.  

http://imgur.com/VGeEg7D


Aquira's #IAmTSW entry- The Future  

So this is what it will look like... 

 

 



#IAmTSW entry for Grantaire  

There have been times when I've gotten stuck on a boss fight, a story mission, or just a difficulty curve and considered quitting TSW (or at least stopping for several months 

to distance myself and approach from anew angle). But then I remember this moment, and that we don't know yet what the overarching consequences of our choices will 

be, and I know I'm in for the long haul. This is where I got hooked, and I can't leave until I've seen my characters' decisions through to the bitter end.  

 



grelnortyric's #IAMTSW pic  

 
 

This #IAMTSW pic is a shot between missions of Issue 6. It was the first time we'd done a full issue, IC RP'ing it all the way. It was one of the most fun multiplayer runs of a 

series of missions, ever. (OK, two-player!) The storylines in TSW are just fantastic (literally and metaphorically), and provide a lot of ideas with which to RP.  

 

And Said is one of the greatest NPCs. Ever.  

 



PFV's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

Go to N'gha-Pei, Geary said. Lead your first raid team, she said. Take pictures, she said. What's the worst that could happen? 

 

I am PFV, and #IAMTSW. 

 

 



Lucid 'Etheraum' Nytemare #IAMTSW  

 
 

This was a fairly intense moment for my character during the Whispering Tide event. After fighting for days on end, The Filth finally got the best of her Nictus spirit. Shorty 

after this photo was taken, my character made her way to London to find help, but eventually phased out completely once The Filth consumed her. (Used the Filth 

temporary effect for the tentacles. Very nice for RP effect ). 

Lucid then wondered around the Ethers for a week until she found her way to the waking world, by the help of the Wabanaki tribe. Dream catchers really do work in 

capturing nightmares.  

 

 



Melycinya's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

I am not really prone to taking screenshots, but when I noticed that some of the sakura sat outside of the The Broadcast radio's sepia effect when at just the right angle, I 

was reminded that TSW can be absolutely fantastic for beautiful, artistic images with neat composition and effects. This was also right when I was first able to approximate 

the "slinky dress" I have been wanting in-game for Bones, so I...well, really, WE were running around pretty ecstatic about this outfit...and he got complimented on it, to 

boot! And--though this is kind of an indirect way of showing it--TSW is one of the best games I have played as far as queer representation goes, and that really means a 

hell of a lot to me. 

 

 
 

I am Melycinya, #IAMTSW, and I love you guys. <3  

http://i15.photobucket.com/albums/a355/Melfina-chan/The Secret World/Sepiasakura_zps65e2492a.png~original


Blue Rabbit's #IAMTSW Visual entry  

 
 

Thank you Developers for giving me items that go so well with my character! This is from Kaidan, with love. 

 

http://smg.photobucket.com/user/coelho_buda/media/Coelho-2015-03-31-19-19-13b_zpsfgh8ahyb.png.html


freymarch's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

I love the story in tsw, moreso with my favourite issue, A Dream to Kill Issue 7. It just embodied the horror, mystery, and action that filled the tsw universe (not to mention 

creepy dolls). This is one of the earliest screenshot I got for the final cutscene for the said issue, showing players that we're as much a part of this story as the in game 

characters and not just some busybody going around places at the behest of their respective factions. Not to mention how we found that the bees are not as nigh-invulnerable as we are shown to be. 

 

 
 
(Apologies for the low quality, but this was from an old computer that couldn't take the heat of the game. Literally.)  



MKUltra's #IAMTSW screenshot - Capture the Moment - Cleanse by Fire  

Being at the right place and the right time for an in-game event is often not predictable, or practical, or even possible.  

 

After many months fighting the Whispering Tide with our community Killer-bees I managed to capture this moment, as the Custodian of Fire prepared to power-up a 

cleansing blast of protocol at a filth-tainted portal. 

 

Such are the inexplicables of the Secret World. 

 



 

 

http://s898.photobucket.com/user/robertwauchope/media/IAMTSWscreenshot-Cleansing with Fire_zpsemwqnvbc.png.html


MarkItZero's #IAMTSW Screenshot round entry: Old Timey Dragon  

 
 

Medrina: This house is haunted, seee? 

Medrina: Dadgum ghosts, seeee? 

Medrina: We're Dragon gumshoes, SEEEEE? 

Hex: *spits tobacco* 

 

(None of the above conversation happened except in MY BRAIN.) 



Lexx: Genesis  

I am obsessed with the video sequences, so, for every new character, there are certain screenshots that I will always take. 

This one was taken on the 29th of June 2012. The day Lexx swallowed the bee. 

 

 



Nzoth's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry - Attack of the Fifty Foot Game Director  

As an avid screenshotter, I cannot resist entering this round of the contest. I am Nzoth both on the forums and in-game. 

 

I've posted this image on other parts of the forum (and my blog) before, but it remains my absolute favourite, so it's what I've chosen. This was taken on the first day of 

TSW's anniversary event. It was a fantastic day full of fun and excitement, but the highlight came when our dear former game director Joel Bylos put in an appearance at 

one of the golem fights. He then proceeded to blow himself up to Godzilla proportions and pound the ever-living snot out of the golem. 

 

That was probably the single best day of my gaming career, not just for Joel's awesomeness but also for all the whacky adventures I got into and the great people I met later 

on, and this screenshot always reminds me of it. 

 

 

 



Gladium's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry  

Hey everyone! I am a huge screenshot junkie, so how could I pass up this opportunity to submit one of the screenies I am proud of? Raiding has always been one of my 

favorite activities in the game. I jumped out of my chair N'gha-Pei Corpse Island was announced. "Albino Ur-Draug"? Hell yeah. 

 

My submission is one of my favorite screenshots I have ever taken. This was actually taken while my previous cabal leader was setting up the raid groups, and I was getting 

ready to tank my first N'gha-Pei. I was standing around enjoying the scenery when my character turned to look over her shoulder and made eye contact with the camera. I 

have tried recreating the picture on multiple occasions to get the resolution right as I did not have the correct settings back then, but alas. It cannot be replicated. 

 

Please see my entry below. 

 
 



 

EVOLENN's #IAMTSW Entry  

"The Ghoul Stick" 

 

Traveling through the Besieged Farmlands, many of us have seen a fair share of oddities. From conjured spectres to blood-thirsty vampires,  

the sights and sounds were never at a standstill. One day when I was in the graveyard, I came across the most horrific thing....A face attached to a stick.  

I dubbed this, the Ghoul Stick. I wouldn't wish this pain upon my worst enemies.....maybe. 

 



Fluttering's #IAMTSW Submission  

When the Buzzing calls, you answer. 

 



AlanWakeWMU's Screenshot submission  

Searched long and hard through my saved screenshots to find just the right one, but this one in the end stood out against the rest. I love all the elements that come 

together in this picture that I feel sums up the TSW experience. The dark surroundings, the little ambient light coming from within the car, the stark image of the car's 

occupant impaled yet conscious of the fact and even touching the blade (perhaps trying to decide if this is really happening to her?) And then my character, though we only 

see his face in profile, it's clear that a look of shock is beginning to form as he processes what he's seeing. 

 

 

http://s29.photobucket.com/user/JackRyanWMU/media/CarlTSWEntry_zpsadl21tsb.jpg.html


Starwatcher #IAMTSW  

Morse code ?!?. Do you really want me to decipher a Morse code? -- And yes they did, and no cheating please! -- That was the first time I knew that the game is totally 

different from all other MMO's I ever played. 

 

 

http://www.servimg.com/view/18472489/118


Trainzman #IAmTSW Screenshot Entry  

This is me in a fine swing. 

 
Been with this game since day one and love every minute of it, met some great people along the way of which are now very good friends. #IAmTSW  

 



Anokatos's #IAMTSW entry.  

The storytelling in TSW is amazing. It conveys deep and moving pathos through the characters and their trials. It has at times left me both moved and speechless.  

 

And then there's moments like this.  

 

 



BoiMystic's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

I love The Secret World. Not only is it the best MMORP out there right now, it is perfect for every mood of the day! Whether serious or funny or just plain party time!!  

 

The Staff is all so friendly and the content is so much fun! Keep it Up! Thanks! 

 

 

 



Starsha's #IAmTSW Screenshot Entry  

 
 

Starsha #IAmTSW 

 

I bought a new character slot to replay this game from my main character's perspective. The game was so gorgeous the first time, when I upgraded my computer, I had to 

do it all again. 



#IAMTSW "bethachu" submission (Saki and Will's wedding)  

I was going through a really rough time IRL right about the time of Saki and Will's wedding. It was a beautiful RP, full of good friends I've made IC and OOC through TSW, the 

music of RFG (courtesy of Notes), laughter and fun. The event was open invitation, and the turnout and support we got from other players made me really happy at a time 

when I needed it most. (Forum name "bethachu" #IAMTSW) 

 

 



ErisMei's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

 
 

It was easy for me to choose a picture. I don't know if the TSW designers planned for this, but the Kingsmouth Tree is perfect for romance. Many hours where spent up 

there with an oddly intriguing guy from across the Atlantic. This picture was taken the day after we got engaged. In less than two weeks my husband and I will celebrate our 

first anniversary. #IAMTSW because it really CAN happen.  

 

http://1drv.ms/1NzxoU5


Prizrak45VDV #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

"Hello Carrie." 

"You... you can see me?" 

"Yes, I can." 

"Why are you here?" 

"To say... I am very, very sorry." 

 

 
 

I always thought the saga of The Black House was one of TSW's most poignant stories - and the tragedy of Carrie Killian one of the most heartbreaking. 

 

"...and whatever walked there, walked alone." - Shirley Jackson, The Haunting of Hill House 

http://s1086.photobucket.com/user/Ozymandias71/media/CarrieKillian2.jpg.html


Kyelle's Screenshot Round Entry  

"The Future is what you make of it. All you have to do is reach out and grab it!" #IAMTSW 

 

 

 



Methoneiros' #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Contribution  

Something different, for the game that is something different. Where else could something like this ever take place ? The ingame browser is where I first realised that 

"Everything is True" isn't just marketing, it's a mission statement. 

 

 



Thesawolf (Moon-Risen) #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

Sooooo many screenshots.. very hard to pinpoint just one to represent my relationship with TSW.. but this'll have to do. 

 

 
Just posing in my new angel outfit in front of Ur-Draug...  

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=338457161


eapenster #IAMTSW Contest entry  

When desolation and history has meaning and beauty.. 

When secrets are hidden between layers of history. 

There is but one truth .Hidden from us to see. 

Search and find it,We will in the secret world; you and me. 

 

love the environments in secret world am an avid screenshotoholic.. it was hard to choose one image.I am going to put another one on next week for sure! 

 

 



Blue-Aster's #IAMTSW entry  

 
 

And I feel fine... #IAMTSW  



Gerza1971 #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

Gathering after the Golden Golem fight from last weekend  

 
 

This fight took a while to start and only involved her in it that is all. The three fights I had with her against the golem, I got a nice tuxedo t-shirt. I have to get other clothing 

to suit.  

http://i.imgur.com/y9S5jg6.jpg


Flutter's #IATSW Entry  

I was still SUPER new and this picture was shortly after release. It's still one of my favorites, with the mist rolling in over the church's belltower. 

You can see by my stats how very young I was. For me nothing beats a new character exploring a brand new game, and nothing beats the secret world for immersiveness. 

(is that a word) 

Scenes like the one displayed here are what sucked me in. I AM THE SECRET WORLD! 

 

 

 



Tyannon - #IAMTSW - Screenshot Entry  

 
 

It was a bright and lovely evening out on the east coast of Canada where a giggling player was sitting on her computer, gaming with friends... Or rather, grinding our brain 

down into mush as we purged the world of TSW and its golems. 

 

One fateful day, we truly witnessed the real engagement of one golden golem in the Scorched desert and the native golem of its area. Although their marriage was short 

lived, the love they had for each other persisted through death :P 

 



Redfern's #IAMTSW Screenshot Round Entry - Abbey Road Walk of Fame - TSW Style  

Initially, I chose a different screenshot for this contest (which I also liked), but my friends and I were goofing around earlier tonight and I thought it'd be fun to re-enact the 
Beatles' famous walk over a zebra crossing. This is how it turned out! 
 
Abbey Road Walk of Fame, TSW Style: 
--Charles 'John' Ryan, Damian 'Ringo' Hunt, Rose 'Paul'' Hüttinger, Juliane 'George' von Degenberg--  
 

 



Koralis - #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

There are so many awesome vistas, cool situations and other memorable things that it's really hard to narrow it all down to just one entry. This one shot though... it just 

screams "the cavalry has arrived" and is pretty breathtaking in its stark simplicity. It's an epic moment that you've been building to for months. The long arm of the law is 

coming, and it's swinging a hammer. 

 

 

http://s230.photobucket.com/user/koralisy/media/Stonehenge-2015-04-01-20-09-23_zpsikaszjjv.png.html


Babyeblue - #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

#IAMTSW Babyeblue 

They're the TSW's meaning and I owe them thousands hours of fun and laughing.  

#They're my TSW's best moments ... 

#THEYARETSW 
 

 



Drelkag #IAMTSW  

 

I just started playing the game a few months ago after trying it at launch with some friends. Really enjoying the atmosphere of the game. 

 

 



Aleryn's #IAMTSW Screenshot  

 
So there's two sides to this. For my character Tiev Transyvannia has meaning to since it reminds him of home. For me though, I used to have terrible nightmares about 

wolves as a kid and now find ways to use those feelings to create stories. This picture was a total fluke but it captured a feeling.. which was being completely freaked out 

but totally excited!  

 

Did send this to Massively way back for use in the One shots weekly screenshot column. Really is an amazing game and community!  



bucketogix #IAMTSW  

I spend a great deal of time in TSW just playing shutterbug; running from well to well, portal to portal, looking for a screen shot to add to my collection of background 

images that rotate on my desktop. Needless to say, the folder has gotten quite full since launch, but out of all of them this is one of my favorites. As my mom would have 

said, "I want to go there." 

 



Noanth's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

 
 

This is the moment where the game went from something I'd play every other month or so to my main MMO, knocking World of Warcraft off the throne and killing A Realm 

Reborn before it was even released. Issue 7 was fantastic all over, and this screenshot is where I think the game kept its initial promise of huge changes and plot 

developments and questions being answered. We start to see the big terrible picture. We have a big bad. The Filth is in Agartha. This was the pivotal moment of the game 

for me, and it's what I'll always remember. 



#IAMTSW Kamille  

La mouette rieuse. 

 



Memnon's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

 
 

After the new year 2015. I arrived to the Agartha when I saw a thick cloud of birds floating in front of me. Then, I called mine and took this screenshot. It is one of these 

moment in the mmo games where some people have an idea followed by others, who give this beautiful result. 

 



#IAMTSW Rahkiel screenshot entry  

When secret worlders let loose, they really go all out! This halloween party was a blast, and I made some of the best friends i've had in game. 

 



#IAMTSW Chihaya86 Entry  

Sometimes a samurai is ordered to kill, even if the target is unarmed and defenseless 

 

 
 



Beecher's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

What I love the most about TSW is how it blurs the line between reality and game. Back in the Twitterverse in April 2013, Danny needed some help recovering missing 

pages from the ABCs of Monsters. I was all over it. https://twitter.com/katanaguyissue1/...59692003065856 

 

Now my silly drawing is in game. From a hurried drawing I did at work, to twitter and now in game in the Treehouse. In game, you guys!  

 

 
 

 

https://twitter.com/katanaguyissue1/status/326759692003065856


Crimsonbanner's Entry in The Screenshot Round #IAMTSW  

Crimsonbanner's Entry in The Screenshot Round #IAMTSW 

 

 
 

This picture is during one of those community events, hanging out at the radio show while queuing for event participation. 

This is the Screenshot I chose cause this is one of the most fun times I have here, when I get to spend loads of time with the community and have fun! 

Its just like hanging out with friends  



Deceiver's Screenshot Entry in #IAMTSW  

There are some things that will take forever - especially for me. I can be quite the slowpoke when it comes to completing .. stuff. But I never give up, nothing is out of the 

question. I had a really hard time choosing a screenshot, so many memories .. but this is by far the best. So after nearly three years of playing TSW, I completed my last 

Master Planner dungeon. Worth the sweat and tears through the years. 

 



"The Watcher at the Gate - #IAmTSW submission, Silentarius  

"The Watcher at the Gates" 

 

Orochi Tower: we have pursued the evil of the Orochi Group across half the world, and now we have the beast cornered in its lair. Soon, we will go in with fire and sword 

and cleanse the world of its presence. Meanwhile, we wait, and watch the gates. 

 

 



#IAMTSW Svealyn  

 
This screenshot is from the end of the "Dawning of an Endless Night" quest line. I was so very happy that I had beaten Beaumond (after many many tries), and I was 

completely amazed at the events in the ice caves. After the next loading screen I saw myself lying there, completely exhausted, and it seemed so very fitting! I loved this 

quest line!  



regilyor (Mattman)'s #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

I spent too much time trying to figure out a screenshot that captures what The Secret World means to me, but the most memorable moments are the moments of fear. 

Moments in the dark, not knowing where the monsters are hiding, and then shaking and trembling in panic and terror when they jump out of the shadows. This moment 

was one of those "Oh please no, make it stop, how do I get out?HOWDOIGETOUT!!!???!!!" and I went for a first person view to try to get the sense of 'being there' for 

#IAMTSW. (Turns out it's surprisingly difficult to get blood-splatter to be suitably photogenic.)  

 

 



The Triumph of marciantobay (#IAMTSW)  

 
 

Scenarios busted me for months and kept me from experiencing the rest of what The Secret World had to offer. After severe training from the community and the changes 

of the Enhanced Player Experience, I was finally able to surmount this challenge.  

 

My character, Marcian, throws open the doors to Arturo's office, as well as the rest of the game in a moment that encapsulates the triumph, power, and potential I felt.  



TheTechGeek #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

Doing Dungeons with pre-build and selfbuild-decks and the nice outfits you get from completing them. Them doing the craziest things with them. I am AdmiralsJack and 

#IAMTSW 

 

 



#IAmTSW DixieChic  

"The Shootout" Green Gear Only Tournament, This pvp community, these guys, this is why I love this game. We pvp, we have bloody battles, and we have a ton of fun! 

#IAmTSW!!! 

 



#IAMTSW - Iolanthe's Screenshot Submission  

Iolanthe's #IAMTSW Submission  

 

 
 

Anima is essential to what makes our characters what they are - being in touch with it, knowing its ebb and its flow. This screenshot captures a moment where it does 

something unexpected: it fizzles and you are confronted with a scenario of how to deal with that occurrence. Here's to many new challenges!  



GreyBored, #IAMTSW Entry  

I love the sunrises in Kaidan. I actually have saved a few screenshots without knowing about a contest just because I enjoy the unique visuals you get in Kaidan. The 

particular screenshot I am entering is taken just after exiting the underground sewers. 

 



 

Nasssim Abdeshah's #IAMTSW screenshot entry: What it's all about  

 



V1rgilius' #IAMTSW shot entry  

 

 

 



EmilyM's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

EmilyM #IAMTSW 

 

Overly friendly locals are one of the hazards of fieldwork; sometimes growling is the best response. 

 

 

 



KletheTemplar's Entry to the Screenshot Round  

 
 

I still remember meeting Wolfe for the first time. He made me realise I wasn't all-powerful. 

But at the same time he game me hope that there were people in the world who knew what were going on and even though they hadn't been chosen by Gaia had still 

decided to take up arms.  

He left a lasting impression, one that I still can't forget. 



Frozenblues, #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

Frozenblues, #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry 

 

Once more unto the Golem, dear friends, once more... 

 

 
 



Trasher's #IAMTSW entry  

I have a screenshot I currently use as wallpaper , which I think perfectly captures the idea I have about the Secret World . 

 
 

I noticed that "marciantobay" used the same concept for its screenshot. 

 

Since I do not know if my wallpaper can be considered a plagiarism, I decided to show you, and another thing. 



Solon's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

At first, I thought I would post a glitch where I accidentally fell out of the map in Kaidan and then saw my own character, but then I thought it might not be very 

appropriate. 

So I'm going to post a nice screenshot with my favourite person instead. This was taken on the Kaidan quarantine wall on 8th of June, 2014, before Issue 10 was released. 

Credits to her for discovering it. 

 

 
 



Airosa #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

You see, when people bashed TSW for its combat, my hand itched... 

 

Trigger pulled, and shot taken. 

Can't you see the thrill, the action! How badass it is! 

 

 

 
 



#IAMTSW Screenshot Entry - Blodwedd  

During the Golden Weekend event, like many others, I fought a ton of the golden Godzilli. During this particular Tokyo goldie's Upheaval spell cast, I got tossed up onto the 

top of a telephone pole. What a rush! I yelled "I AM BATMAN" and kept right on blasting him... 

 

 

 



Chestielarue's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

I will never forget this day. It was one of personal pride and accomplishment.  

 

 
 

Running with friends through the elites was a great time, but the personal accomplishment of taking on such an imposing figure was something that made me feel proud 

about myself. 

 



Stoneguardian #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

SilviusX21 #IAMTSW 

 

When Anubis comes to town to kick some cultists into the afterlife. 

 

 

http://postimg.org/image/vbh26m5yn/full/


Makro's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

Makro's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry. 

 

The day's we fought back the filth from argatha. I call this image "Stay down damn filth!". :P 

 

 
 



auntyfreak's #IAMTSW screenshot entry  

I have many screenshots (read thousands) but this one stands out, Melothat on the bridge in The Ankh on NM. This has special meaning to me because it 

represents the wonderful communtiy of TSW. My cabal (TOG) mates and I spent over an hour attempting to beat Melothat - none of us would give up, there 

was no blame, it was the team against the dungeon! (I am the one in the white shirt).  

 



RagingElvis #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

 
 

This was the exact moment I realized I might not actually be the hero of this story. 

 

 

 



Camael's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

From the moment I had this incident with a bee, I knew, my company would help me. My company would led me. My company hold the wisdom all of my life! 

But there was this day, deep in transilvania, I saw things you can't imagine, and I began to wonder: Is it not rather the case that it is my company who has lost 

it's guidance? 

 

 
 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/9769850/IAMTSW.png


Escritores's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry!  

I took this screenshot on July 1st 2012. This is the 2nd screenshot I ever took in TSW, I took this screenshot 2 days after early access begun and 2 days before official release. 

That's alotta 2's, but actually a very true story, I still love it to this day, sitting there hiding behind the crate in my lumi outfit listening in, it just says TSW in so many ways. 

And this is why #IAMTSW!  

 

 



Mareigh's #IAmTSW entry  

Here's my #IAmTSW image: 

 

 
 

It's old and imposing, but no-one visits any more: its time has passed. It's still around, though, even if most people have forgotten about it. 

 

I considered entering a screenshot that actually stood a chance of winning, but I chose this one instead. That bank could have had any name whatsoever, but it has the 

name it has for a very particular reason. That's not just thoughtful, that's classy. I just wanted say that I noticed, and thanks.  



#IAMTSW Powerhouse's Screenshot Entry  

 

 

 

 



RedisI's #IAMTSW Screenshot Entry  

*Breathes in deeply* What a beautiful night to get down to business.  

 



DragonsFury's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

This is me (finally!) flying into Tokyo for the first time! A moment this glorious had to be captured!  

 

 

 



Ciritty's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry!  

Out of all the screen shots I made, there's nothing that portraits the reason why #IAMTSW more than my friends that will dress like me and horse around for 

hours. I did not want to make a new picture and sadly didn't make a lot of good pictures in the past; I never felt the need to make a lot of pictures as great fun is 

to be had with my friends in TSW anytime they're around. 

 

 

 



Hell-Haine's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

Gridstream Production @ The Crusades. 

 

Ashval. 

 

 
 

 

GOOD MOMENTS ! 

http://imgur.com/OaSIFkr


Shezbeth's #IAMTSW Screenshot entry  

Secret parcel of forgotten paradise, in a bloody darkness and madness: 

Even redshirts thought they could have a small parcel of peace and dream under the red hand and forest shadow... 

But the days are darker in this world, even for those secret places...  

 

 
 

Even if the powers in motion are astonishing, even after meeting many interesting/strange/great/fearsome/.... ones (be they npc, real ones 

(players/devs/animals/other...)), seeing brain-bursting events and striking stories, what make me feel like I'm where I should be is this kind of "normal" things... 

What make those places "alive". Like there were peoples here, who needed a place to rest and forget about the madness around.  

It's like Sally's diner, or a few leftovers of life still in front of a house, a bike in the middle of the road, a doll, ... 

It's surprising... disturbingly like reality... 

That's far from the only moment to strike me, but that's one among many of them that I can share through a screen.  

http://imgur.com/ExqN2Nr

